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Chemical reactions are responsible for information pro-14

cessing in living cells, and their accuracy and speed have15

been discussed from a thermodynamic viewpoint [1–5].16

The recent development in stochastic thermodynamics en-17

ables evaluating the thermodynamic cost of information18

processing [6–8]. However, because experimental estima-19

tion of the thermodynamic cost based on stochastic ther-20

modynamics requires a sufficient number of samples [9],21

it is only estimated in simple living systems, such as RNA22

folding [10] and F1-ATPase [11]. Therefore, it is chal-23

lenging to estimate the thermodynamic cost of informa-24

tion processing by chemical reactions in living cells. Here,25

we evaluated the thermodynamic cost and its efficiency26

of information processing in living systems at the single-27

cell level for the first time by establishing an information-28

geometric method to estimate them with a relatively small29

number of samples. We evaluated the thermodynamic cost30

of the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) phos-31

phorylation from the time series of the fluorescence imag-32

ing data by calculating the intrinsic speed in information33

geometry. We also evaluated a thermodynamic efficiency34

based on the thermodynamic speed limit [8, 12, 13], and35

thus this paper reports the first experimental test of ther-36

modynamic uncertainty relations in living systems. Our37

evaluation revealed the change of the efficiency under the38

conditions of different cell densities and its robustness to39

the upstream pathway perturbation. Because our ap-40

proach is widely applicable to other signal transduction41

pathways, such as the G-protein coupled receptor path-42

ways for sensation [14], it would clarify efficient mecha-43

nisms of information processing in such a living system.44

The Gibbs free energy change mainly drives information45

transmission in living cells, and its mechanism follows ther-46

modynamic laws. For example, systems biology reveals a47

deep connection between information transmission accuracy48

and the Gibbs free energy change in a cell [1, 2]. In recent49

developments of stochastic thermodynamics [15] and chem-50

ical thermodynamics [16, 17], a similar connection occurs51

more deeply. The trade-off relations among speed, thermo-52

dynamic cost, and accuracy in a living cell have been pro-53

posed [3, 4], and its general thermodynamic bound of infor-54

mation processing in signal transduction has been discussed55

in terms of Maxwell’s demon [5, 18–20]. Moreover, as ther-56

modynamic generalizations of uncertainty relations, thermo-57

dynamic trade-off relations have been intensively studied in58

terms of thermodynamic uncertainty relations [21, 22] and59

thermodynamic speed limits [8, 23–29]. These trade-off re-60

lations are mainly based on mathematical properties of the61

Fisher information [8, 12, 30], which gives a metric of in-62

formation geometry [31]. Historically, information geometry63

has been considered as a possible choice of differential geom-64

etry for equilibrium thermodynamics [7, 32]. In recent years,65

information geometry meets nonequilibrium thermodynamics66

such as stochastic thermodynamics [8, 12, 33] and chemical67

thermodynamics [13], and it provides a unified framework to68

derive these trade-off relations in living systems [8, 12, 13].69

While theoretical progress of thermodynamic trade-off rela-70

tions has been intensively made for biological applications,71

the thermodynamic uncertainty relation has been experimen-72

tally tested only in artificial systems [34, 35]. An experimen-73

tal test of thermodynamic trade-off relations in living systems74

has not been reported, and the thermodynamic speed limit has75

not been tested even in artificial systems.76

This paper experimentally evaluated the thermodynamic77

cost by quantifying the Fisher information of time from the78

fluorescence imaging of the ERK phosphorylation in normal79

rat kidney epithelial (NRK-52E) cells. In information geom-80

etry, the Fisher information of time is regarded as the square81

of the intrinsic speed. This Fisher information is calculated82

from the time evolution of the phosphorylated ERK frac-83

tion, which can be experimentally measured by the Förster84

resonance energy transfer (FRET) signal. We also eval-85

uated other information-geometric quantities for activation86

and inactivation processes from this Fisher information, and87

these information-geometric quantities illustrate the thermo-88

dynamic cost of the ERK phosphorylation, which is related89

to the Gibbs free energy change and the fluctuation-response90

ratio. We focused on the thermodynamic speed limit based on91

these information-geometric quantities and found that the ef-92

ficiency ranges from 0.4 to 0.9 for the ERK phosphorylation93

in living NRK-52E cells. We quantified the thermodynamic94

variability for cell density changes and the perturbation of the95

upstream Raf pathway. While the cell density increases the96

thermodynamic cost and reduces efficiency, the Raf inhibitor97
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addition reduces the thermodynamic cost, but the efficiency is98

robust to the Raf inhibitor addition.99

The information-geometric method proposed in this paper100

is generally applicable to switching dynamics between the ac-101

tive state and the inactive state. We consider the following102

chemical reaction103

Aoff

kon(s
′)

⇄
koff

Aon, (1)

where Aon is an active state, Aoff is an inactive state, s′ is104

stimulus, and kon(s
′) and koff are rate constants. Because105

kon(s
′) can depend on stimulus s′, it causes a pulsatile re-106

sponse of Aon if this stimulus s′ is excitable. This paper107

focuses on the ERK phosphorylation in the Ras-Raf-MEK-108

ERK pathway that shows a pulsatile response [36–38]. In109

Fig. 1a, we show the Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK pathway that relays110

extracellular stimuli such as growth factors from the plasma111

membrane to targets in the cytoplasm and nucleus. This112

three-tiered Raf-MEK-ERK mitogen-activated protein kinase113

(MAPK) cascade plays an essential role in various cellular114

processes, including cell proliferation, differentiation, and tu-115

morigenesis [39]. Upon growth factor stimulation, the re-116

ceptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) activates the Ras small GTPase117

at the plasma membrane, which recruits and activates the118

Raf. The activated Raf induces activation and phosphoryla-119

tion of the MEK. The upstream kinase MEK phosphorylates120

the ERK to increase kinase activation of the ERK. The phos-121

phorylated ERK is finally dephosphorylated by phosphatases,122

thereby shutting down the ERK activation. The phosphory-123

lated MEK catalyzes a phosphate transfer from the adenosine124

triphosphate (ATP) to the ERK, and the Gibbs free energy125

difference of ATP hydrolysis thermodynamically drives this126

phosphorylation of the ERK [39, 40]. Here, Aon corresponds127

to a phosphorylated state of the ERK, Aoff corresponds to a128

nonphosphorylated state of the ERK, and s′ corresponds to129

the stimulus by upstream proteins in the Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK130

pathway, respectively. We try to estimate the thermodynamic131

cost of the ERK phosphorylation in living cells using the time132

series of the phosphorylated ERK fraction, which can be ex-133

perimentally measured by the FRET technique at the single-134

cell level [37].135

We discuss the thermodynamic cost estimation from the136

time series of the phosphorylated ERK fraction P1 =137

[Aon]/([Aon] + [Aoff ]), where [Aon] and [Aoff ] are concen-138

trations corresponding to Aon and Aoff , respectively (see also139

Supplementary Note). In general, it is hard to estimate the140

Gibbs free energy change in living cells because it needs141

prior knowledge about the equilibrium concentration [16].142

However, this equilibrium concentration is not estimated well143

from the time series of P1. We propose a novel information-144

geometric method to estimate the thermodynamic cost from145

P1, which does not require prior knowledge about the equilib-146

rium concentration. Because the total concentration [Atot] =147

[Aoff ] + [Aon] is conserved, the nonphosphorylated and phos-148

phorylated ERK fractions P0 = 1 − P1 = [Aoff ]/[Atot] and149

P1 = [Aon]/[Atot] can be regarded as the probability distri-150

bution, and a Riemannian manifold can be introduced as the151

set of probability distributions in information geometry [31].152

This method focuses on an intrinsic speed ds/dt =
√

ds2/dt2153

on this manifold related to the thermodynamic cost, such as154

the Gibbs free energy change and the fluctuation-response ra-155

tio of the ERK phosphorylation [8, 12, 13]. The square of the156

intrinsic speed is given by the Fisher information of time157

ds2

dt2
=

1
∑

i=0

Pi

(

d lnPi

dt

)2

=

1
∑

i=0

1

Pi

(

dPi

dt

)2

. (2)

Because ds2/dt2 only consists of the concentration fraction158

Pi and its change speed dPi/dt, we can estimate it from the159

time series of P1.160

The square of the intrinsic speed can quantify the ther-161

modynamic cost of ERK phosphorylation (see also Supple-162

mentary Note). Under near-equilibrium condition, we obtain163

ds2/dt2 ≃ −(dσ/dt)/(2R[Atot]), where R is the gas con-164

stant, and σ is the entropy production that is the minus sign165

of the Gibbs free energy change over the temperature [13].166

Then, the Fisher information of time is proportional to the167

entropy production rate change under near-equilibrium condi-168

tion. Even for a system far from equilibrium, the square of the169

intrinsic speed gives the fluctuation-response ratio of the ERK170

phosphorylation. Let fi be an observable of the ERK states,171

where i = 0(i = 1) means the nonphosphorylated (phospho-172

rylated) state. The square of the intrinsic speed ds2/dt2 is173

equal to the fluctuation-response ratio174

ds2

dt2
=

|dt⟨f⟩t|2
Var[f ]t

, (3)

where ⟨f⟩t =
∑

i Pi(t)fi is the mean value, |dt⟨f⟩t| =175

|d⟨f⟩t/dt| implies the time-response of the observable, and176

Var[f ]t = ⟨f2⟩t − ⟨f⟩2t implies the observable fluctuation.177

This relation is a consequence of the Cramér-Rao inequality178

for an efficient estimator, where any observable of a binary179

state can be regarded as an efficient estimator.180

As shown in Fig. 1b, a pulsatile response consists of activa-181

tion and inactivation processes, and we introduce information-182

geometric quantities of these processes as measures of the183

thermodynamic cost and the speed limit’s efficiency (see also184

Supplementary Note). During the activation (inactivation)185

process, the phosphorylated ERK fraction P1 is monotoni-186

cally increasing (decreasing) in time. The activation (inac-187

tivation) starts at time t0 = tini (t0 = tpeak) and ends at time188

t1 = tpeak (t1 = tfin). We here introduce three information-189

geometric quantities [7, 8], the action190

C =
1

2

∫ t1

t0

dt
ds2

dt2
, (4)

the length191

L =

∫ t1

t0

√

ds2

dt2
dt = 2arccos

[

1
∑

i=0

√

Pi|t=t0
Pi|t=t1

]

,

(5)

and the mean velocity192

V =
L

t1 − t0
, (6)
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the ERK phosphorylation, the time series of the phosphorylated ERK fraction P1, and the square of the

intrinsic speed ds2/dt2. a The Raf-MEK-ERK MAP pathway as an example of switching dynamics between the active state

Aon and the inactive state Aoff . The phosphorylated and nonphosphorylated ERKs correspond to Aon and Aoff , respectively.

The upstream proteins correspond to the stimulus s′, and the Raf on the upstream pathway affects the phosphorylated ERK. b

Typical behavior of the phosphorylated ERK fraction P1 in the activation and inactivation processes. The time tini (tpeak)

indicates the beginning of the activation (inactivation), and the time tpeak (tfin) indicates the end of the activation (inactivation).

c Schematic of the manifold in information geometry and the intrinsic speed ds/dt on this manifold. The activation and

inactivation processes give at least two peaks in the time series of ds2/dt2, because ds2/dt2 = 0 at times tini, tpeak, and tfin.

during the process from time t0 to t1. The action C quan-193

tifies the thermodynamic cost of the process because the ac-194

tion C ≃ σ|t=t0
/(4R[Atot]) is approximately proportional to195

the entropy production rate at time t0 under near-equilibrium196

condition. Even for a system far from equilibrium, the action197

C can be interpreted as the thermodynamic cost in terms of198

the fluctuation-response ratio in Eq. (3) and becomes large if199

the observable change speed |dt⟨f⟩t| is relatively larger than200

its fluctuation
√

Var[f ]t during the process. The length L is201

given by twice the Bhattacharyya angle, which is a measure202

of a difference between two concentration fractions at time t0203

and time t1. The mean velocity V quantifies the speed of the204

concentration fraction change during the process. In informa-205

tion geometry, L is regarded as the arc length of a circle in206

2
√
Pi coordinate, and ds/dt is the intrinsic speed on this cir-207

cle (see also Fig. 1c). From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,208

we obtain the thermodynamic speed limit [8]209

L2 ≤ 2C(t1 − t0), (7)

which is a trade-off relation between the thermodynamic cost210

C and the transition time t1 − t0 during the process. To quan-211

tify how much the thermodynamic cost converts into the con-212

centration fraction change speed, we can consider the speed213

limit’s efficiency [8]214

η =
L2

2(t1 − t0)C
=

VL
2C . (8)

The efficiency η satisfies 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, and η = 1 (η = 0)215

implies that this conversion is most efficient (inefficient). The216

efficiency becomes higher if the intrinsic speed is close to con-217

stant because η = 1 if and only if the intrinsic speed ds/dt is218

constant regardless of time, (d/dt)|ds2/dt2| = 0.219

We experimentally measured the phosphorylated ERK frac-220

tion in living NRK-52E cells with the FRET-based ERK221

biosensor, the EKAREV-NLS (Fig. 2a) [41]. By compar-222

ing the fluorescence ratio of cells with the phosphorylated223

ERK fraction obtained from the western blotting (Fig. 2b),224

we quantified P1 and the square of the intrinsic speed ds2/dt2225

for the ERK activation (p = a) and inactivation (p = i) pro-226

cesses under the condition of different cell densities: 2.0×103227

cells/cm2 (low, d = L), 2.0×104 cells/cm2 (medium, d = M),228

and 2.0 × 105 cells/cm2 (high, d = H), where the indices229

p ∈ {a, i} and d ∈ {L,M,H} regard the process and cell230

density, respectively. The pulses of the ERK activation were231

observed under these conditions (Fig. 2c and Supplementary232

Video 1), and the behavior of ds2/dt2 characterizes these con-233

ditions p and d (Fig. 2d). It reveals thermodynamic differ-234

ences of the intracellular ERK activation under these condi-235

tions.236

The information-geometric quantities {C,L,V}pd also dif-237

ferentiate these conditions (Fig. 3 and Extended Data Table238

2). Firstly, we discuss the histogram of the action. The mean239

value of the action Cp

d becomes larger as cell density increases240

Cp
H > Cp

M > Cp
L for both p = a and p = i. It reflects the241
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curve of the Hill equation. c Representative images of the phosphorylated ERK under the conditions of low, medium, and high

cell densities. Scale bars indicate 50 µm. d Representative examples of the ERK phosphorylation dynamics under low (left),

medium (middle), and high (right) cell densities. The unit (a.u.) indicates the arbitrary unit, and the unit (nat) indicates the

natural unit of information.
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Fig. 3: The histograms of the action C, length L, mean velocity V , and efficiency η under the conditions of different cell

densities. The sample size, mean values, variances, and results of statistical tests are listed in Extended Data Table 1, 2.

fact that the speed under the condition of the high density ap-242

peared faster than the low density. The difference of Cp

d be-243

tween the high (medium) and low densities is at least twice244

(Ca
H/Ca

L ≃ 2.7, Ci
H/Ci

L ≃ 2.4). In comparison with the activa-245

tion and inactivation processes, Ca
d is approximately twice as246

much as Ci
d, and the distributions for the activation have longer247

tails than the inactivation. Because the action is a measure of248

the thermodynamic cost, these results suggest that the activa-249

tion’s thermodynamic cost is larger than the inactivation’s one250

and becomes larger as cell density increases. Secondly, we251

discuss the histogram of the length. While the length does not252

distinguish the activation process from the inactivation pro-253

cess, the mean value of the length Lp

d differentiates the cell254

densities. It reflects the fact that the peak of the spike be-255

comes higher as the cell density increases. Finally, we discuss256

the histogram of the mean velocity. The mean value of the257

mean velocity for the activation Va
d is larger than the inactiva-258

tion V i
d. It shows that the speed of the activation is faster than259

the inactivation.260

From these information-geometric quantities {C,L,V}pd,261

we obtained the speed limit’s efficiency ηpd = Vp

dL
p

d/(2C
p

d)262

(Fig. 3 right column). The mean value of the speed limit’s263
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efficiency is almost ηpd ≃ 0.7 under these conditions, and the264

distribution of ηpH shifted to lower than those of ηpL and ηpM265

(see also Extended Data Table 2). The efficiencies range be-266

tween ηpd = 0.4 and ηpd = 0.9, and the distributions’ shapes267

are biased to the higher efficiency. We can detect that the ac-268

tivation process is less efficient than the inactivation process269

ηad < ηid. We also find that the efficiency becomes worse in270

the higher cell density ηpH < ηpL. These results indicate that271

the process is accelerated under the higher cell density, and272

the activation process is also more accelerated than the inac-273

tivation process by the thermodynamic cost. This idea is sup-274

ported by the histogram of |d/dt(ds2/dt2)| (Extended Data275

Fig. 1), which becomes zero when η = 1. The mean values276

of |d/dt(ds2/dt2)| for the activation and the high cell density277

are larger than that for the inactivation and the low cell den-278

sity, respectively (Extended Data Table. 2). The scatter plot279

(Extended Data Fig. 2, see also Extended Data Table 4) sug-280

gests no correlation between ηpd and {C,V}pd, while V and C281

seem to have a correlation. Because cell density modulates the282

ERK activation’s excitability through both changes in basal283

and peak levels of the ERK phosphorylation [37], the cellular284

density could affect the efficiency of the pulsatile phosphory-285

lation and the thermodynamic cost.286

We confirm that these information-geometric quantities287

show the thermodynamic properties of the ERK phospho-288

rylation by comparing the Raf inhibitor addition situation.289

The pulsatile dynamics of the ERK activation is generated by290

stochastic noise from the Raf and feedback loops [37, 39], and291

the Gibbs free energy difference of the ERK phosphorylation292

is induced by stimulus s′ from the upstream pathway, includ-293

ing the Raf [39, 40]. Thus, the Raf inhibitor addition reduces294

the Gibbs free energy change of the ERK phosphorylation and295

these information-geometric quantities. To ensure these rela-296

tionships, we measured the ERK phosphorylation dynamics297

under the Raf inhibitor (SB590885) addition and compared298

its dynamics with the original dynamics before adding the Raf299

inhibitor (Fig. 4). Of note, it is well-known that a low dose of300

the Raf inhibitor could paradoxically activate the ERK signal-301

ing through the Raf dimerization [42–44]. The condition of302

the cell density is medium in this experiment. The applica-303

tion of a low dose (100 nM) of the Raf inhibitor immediately304

activated the ERK, and the ERK activity demonstrated slower305

dynamics than that before the Raf inhibitor treatment and after306

the activation [37] (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Video 2). This307

result implies that the thermodynamic cost of the ERK phos-308

phorylation is immediately increased when adding the Raf in-309

hibitor. After the dynamics of the relaxation on the upstream310

pathways, the Raf inhibitor addition generally decreases the311

thermodynamic cost of the ERK phosphorylation.312

In Fig. 4b, we show the histograms of these information-313

geometric quantities and the efficiency {C,L,V, η}pd′ before314

(d′ = pre) and after (d′ = post) the Raf inhibitor addition,315

where the subscript d′ ∈ {pre, post} regards the Raf inhibitor316

addition. The mean value of the action Cp

d′ decreases when317

the Raf is inhibited Cp
pre > Cp

post, and the mean values dif-318

fer by one order of magnitude (see also Extended Data Table319

3). This result shows the Raf inhibitor addition reduces the320

thermodynamic cost of the ERK phosphorylation. The mean321

velocity and length also decrease when the Raf inhibitor is322

added, Vp
pre > Vp

post, and Lp
pre > Lp

post, while the transi-323

tion time t1− t0 becomes longer by the Raf inhibitor addition324

(Extended Data Fig. 3 and see also Extended Data Table 3).325

Surprisingly, the mean value of the efficiency is robust to the326

Raf inhibitor addition ηppre ≃ ηppost, while the peak of the his-327

togram can be decreased after adding the Raf inhibitor. More-328

over, the efficiency ηpd′ seems to have no correlation with Cp

d′329

nor Vp

d′ (Extended Data Fig. 4 and see also Extended Data330

Table 4), and this robustness would not come from an artifact331

correlation between information-geometric quantities. The ef-332

ficiency compensation of the ERK phosphorylation might ex-333

ist when the upstream pathways are perturbed by the inhibitor.334

In summary, we introduced information-geometric quan-335

tities as thermodynamic measures, and evaluated the speed336

limit’s efficiency for the ERK phosphorylation dynamics in337

living cells at the single-cell level. Our method quantitatively338

clarifies the amount of information transferred in living sys-339

tems based on information geometry and the conversion ef-340

ficiency from the thermodynamic cost to the intrinsic speed,341

which complements other studies about measurements of in-342

formational quantities in biological systems such as the mu-343

tual information in signal transduction [46–48] and the Fisher344

information matrix on molecular networks [49, 50]. Our345

method is generally applicable to the activation process, and346

it widely exists in signaling pathways such as the G-protein347

coupled receptor pathways for sensation [14] and the receptor348

tyrosine kinase signaling pathways for cell proliferation [45].349

For example, the state change from the active state Aon to the350

inactive state Aoff in the G-protein coupled receptor corre-351

sponds to its conformational change by small rearrangements352

accompanying the ligand-binding. It is interesting to evalu-353

ate the speed limit’s efficiency for other activation processes354

on an equal footing with this ERK phosphorylation in living355

NRK-52E cells. Our approach has great potential for other bi-356

ological applications, which might clarify an efficient signal357

transduction mechanism and lead to novel insight into living358

systems as an information processing unit driven by the ther-359

modynamic cost.360
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METHODS491

Measurement of the phosphorylated ERK fraction492

We measured the ERK phosphorylation, as previously de-493

scribed [51]. The EKAREV-NLS stable-expression NRK-52E494

cell lines (NRK-52E/ERKAREV-NLS cells) [37], were used,495

and the EKAREV-NLS is the genetically encoded ERK sensor496

used in Komatsu et al., 2011 [41].497

The NRK-52E/EKAREV-NLS cells were maintained with498

the Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; Ther-499

moFisher), 10 % Fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sigma), and 10500

µg/mL Blasticidin S (Invitrogen). The cells were seeded at a501

specific concentration (Low: 2.0 × 103 cells/cm2, Medium:502

2.0 × 104 cells/cm2, High: 2.0 × 105 cells/cm2) on glass-503

bottom dishes (IWAKI). One day after the seeding, the504

time-lapse imaging was performed. The culture media was505

replaced with the FluoroBrite (ThermoFisher), 5 % FBS506

(Sigma), and 1× Glutamax (ThermoFisher) 3–6 hours before507

starting the time-lapse imaging. We used an inverted micro-508

scope (IX81; Olympus) equipped with a CCD camera (Cool-509

SNAP K4; Roper Scientific) and an excitation light source510

(Spectra-X light engine; Lumenncor). Optical filters were511

as follows: an FF01-438/24 excitation filter (Semrock), an512

XF2034 (455DRLP) dichroic mirror (Omega Optical), and513

two emission filters (FF01-483/32 for CFP and FF01-542/27514

for YFP (Semrock)). Images were acquired every 20 sec (the515

exposure time was 100 ms) with binning 8×8 on MetaMorph516

software (Universal Imaging) with an IX2-ZDC laser-based517

autofocusing system (Olympus). A ×20 lens (UPLSAPO518

20X; Olympus, numerical aperture: 0.75) was used. The tem-519

perature and CO2 concentration were maintained at 37◦C and520

5 % during the imaging with a stage top incubator (Tokai521

hit). For the Raf inhibitor experiment, the experiment was522

performed under the same condition as the medium cell den-523

sity condition. We applied SB590885 (Selleck Chemicals) (a524

final concentration is 100 nM) 2 hours after the imaging initi-525

ation. The numbers of trials for each experimental condition526

are two.527

We used the same relation between the FRET/CFP ratios528

of the EKAREV-NLS and the phosphorylated ERK fraction529

(pTpY-ERK2) from the western blotting in Fig. 2b as de-530

scribed previously [37]. In brief, the phosphorylated ERK531

fraction was quantified by the Phos-tag western blotting [52]532

in HeLa cells stimulated with different concentrations of 12-533

O-Tetradecanoylphorbol 13-acetate (TPA; Sigma) for 30 min534

to induce the ERK phosphorylation. Under the same condi-535

tion, HeLa cells stably expressing EKAREV-NLS were im-536

aged, followed by the quantification of the average FRET/CFP537

ratios. Finally, the FRET/CFP ratios were plotted as a func-538

tion of the phosphorylated ERK fraction with the fitted curve539

of the Hill equation shown in Fig. 2b by the Solver Add-in in540

Excel (Microsoft).541

Data analysis542

For the imaging analysis, Fiji was used. The background543

was subtracted by the Subtract Background Tool, and after544

that, the nuclei were tracked with a custom-made tracking545

program. Only the cells which were tracked over the entire546

images were used for calculation of information-geometric547

quantities. The phosphorylated ERK fraction was calculated548

based on the FRET/CFP ratios with the Hill equation shown549

in Fig. 2b.550

For analysis of the time-series phosphorylated ERK frac-551

tions, MATLAB 2019b (MathWorks) was used. The low-pass552

filter, whose cutoff frequency is 0.005 Hz, was used for the553

cell density experiment data with the designfilt function in the554

Signal Processing Toolbox to reduce the noise. The low-pass555

filter, whose cutoff frequency is 1/1200 Hz, was used for the556

Raf inhibitor addition experiment data to detect the slower dy-557

namics after the Raf inhibitor addition. We identified the ac-558

tivation and inactivation processes from the signs of the first559

and second derivatives. The first derivatives were numerically560

calculated using two data points of the phosphorylated frac-561

tion, and the second derivatives were numerically calculated562

using two data points of the first derivatives. We only calcu-563

lated information-geometric quantities when the phosphory-564

lated ERK fractions between maximum and minimum of the565

process over 0.01 for the density-experiment data and 0.001566

for the Raf inhibitor addition experiment data. The square567

of an intrinsic speed ds2/dt2 was numerically calculated us-568

ing two-points of the phosphorylated ERK fraction time se-569

ries. The action C, length L, mean velocity V , and efficiency570

η were calculated using ds2/dt2 according to the definitions.571

We used the set of time series for each cell in two trials for572

each experimental condition to make histograms.573

For the statistical analysis, R (version 3.6.3; R project) was574

used. The Brunner-Munzel test was performed with the brun-575

nermunzel.test function in the brunnermunzel library (version576

1.4.1). The two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was per-577

formed with the ks.test function in the stats library (version578

3.6.3). The Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated579

and tested by the cor.test function in the stats library (version580

3.6.3). The Holm method was used to control the family-wise581

error rates with the p.adjust function in the stats library (ver-582

sion 3.6.3). The sample numbers are shown in Extended Data583

Table 1.584
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Figures

Figure 1

Schematic of the ERK phosphorylation, the time series of the phosphorylated ERK fraction P1, and the
square of the intrinsic speed ds2/dt2. a The Raf-MEK-ERK MAP pathway as an example of switching
dynamics between the active state Aon and the inactive state Aoff . The phosphorylated and
nonphosphorylated ERKs correspond to Aon and Aoff , respectively. The upstream proteins correspond to
the stimulus s′, and the Raf on the upstream pathway affects the phosphorylated ERK. b Typical behavior
of the phosphorylated ERK fraction P1 in the activation and inactivation processes. The time tini (tpeak)
indicates the beginning of the activation (inactivation), and the time tpeak (tfin) indicates the end of the
activation (inactivation). c Schematic of the manifold in information geometry and the intrinsic speed
ds/dt on this manifold. The activation and inactivation processes give at least two peaks in the time
series of ds2/dt2, because ds2/dt2 = 0 at times tini, tpeak, and tfin.

Figure 2



The dynamics of the ERK phosphorylation under the conditions of different cell densities. a Schematic of
the FRET-based ERK sensor. The phosphorylated ERK fraction P1 can be measured from this FRET signal.
b The relation between the FRET/CFP ratios of the EKAREV-NLS and the phosphorylated ERK fraction P1.
The red line indicates the fitted curve of the Hill equation. c Representative images of the phosphorylated
ERK under the conditions of low, medium, and high cell densities. Scale bars indicate 50 µm. d
Representative examples of the ERK phosphorylation dynamics under low (left), medium (middle), and
high (right) cell densities. The unit (a.u.) indicates the arbitrary unit, and the unit (nat) indicates the
natural unit of information.

Figure 3

The histograms of the action C, length L, mean velocity V, and efficiency η under the conditions of
different cell densities. The sample size, mean values, variances, and results of statistical tests are listed
in Extended Data Table 1, 2.

Figure 4



The dynamics of the ERK phosphorylation under the Raf inhibitor addition. a Representative dynamics
under the Raf inhibitor addition. The Raf inhibitor (100 nM of SB590885) was applied at 120 min. We set
the pre-addition region as the period from 0 min to 120 min, and the post-addition region as the period
after 180 min. b The histograms of the action C, length L, mean velocity V, and the efficiency η before
(pre-addition) and after (post-addition) adding the Raf inhibitor. The sample size, mean values, variances,
and results of statistical tests are shown in Extended Data Table 1, 2.
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